Electronic Scroll Price Signs
Whether city ordinances prevent you from using LED signs, or you are looking for a unique, branded sign that
utilizes your distinct colors, Skyline Products offers the only true electronic scroll solution in the marketplace.
Affordable, Energy Efficient, Low Total Cost of Ownership
Less power consumption. Less maintenance. Less downtime.
Scroll signs are truly the most efficient solution on the market
place - ensuring you don't spend valuable resources on
maintaining your sign.

Superior Legibility + Visually Distinct
Ensure customers can quickly and easily read your
sign in all lighting conditions. Skyline signs are packed
with features that increase legibility – no matter the
lighting condition.
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Since scroll have very few points of failure, they are proven to
have incredibly high reliability and significantly lower cost of
ownership.
One of our largest customers determined that over a 10 year
period, the total cost of ownership for scroll signs was about 30%
less than LED signs.
Skyline scroll signs have been installed and functioning in the
market place for over 30 years - a true long term investment.

•

Our backlit film signs provide a classic, full digit for
superior wide viewing and unmatched readability.
Standard and special order colors are available,
providing a unique image and a true visual
differentiator.

Confidence In Accurate Pricing
Our patented feedback process ensures that the right price is showing at all times. Skyline's included handheld gives the
user up-to-the-minute feedback and diagnostic information by actually reading the face of the sign - not simply reporting
the last message that was sent. Plus, with PriceAdvantage Sign Diagnostics, customers can view diagnostic and feedback
information remotely from headquarters.
Product Specs
• 10" to 91" digit sizes available
• Standard colors: white on black, white on
red, white on green, white on blue
• Custom digit and cabinet colors available
• Single and double face configurations
• Internally lit commodity panels and digits
• Plug-in, hardwire, radio, or cell control.
• POS interfaces with Allied Electronics,
Excentus, Fiscal Systems, Gilbarco, NCR
Radient Systems, Retalix, Verifone, and
others.
Applications
• Canopy signs
• Monument signs
• High rise and goalpost signs
• New Construction

Designed to be bold. Engineered to last.
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Robust and Simple, Field-Proven Design
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All of our price signs are designed to the most extreme standards and
engineered to increase legibility and reliability. Furthermore, it is our goal to
provide a product that is both flexible and delivers the lowest total cost of
ownership possible.
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Electronic Scroll Price Signs
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Scroll price signs have very few mechanical and electrical components providing limited points of
failure - keeping your sign functioning properly at all times.
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Silicon Conformal Coated Circuit Board Assemblies

Skyline uses a silicon conformal coating for our printed circuit board assemblies, providing greater
longevity and higher reliability. Our silicon conformal coating can protect your investment for up
to 20 years, versus just 2-3 years for acrylic coated boards.

Classic, Full Bodied Price Digits

Scroll digits provide a clean, classic look that draws your customer's eye and provides a true visual
differentiator from your competition.

Patented Feedback Technology

As with LED signs, the control system actively monitors the sign for faults/errors. If an incorrect
price is displayed the scroll sign will immediately notify you which digit is reporting an error.

PriceAdvantage Sign Diagnostic Software

When utilizing Skyline's PriceAdvantage Sign Diagnostics software, feedback and diagnostic
information can be gather from a remote location.
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Backlit Digits for Unmatched Night and Daytime Readability

Backlit film digits do not 'halo' at night and provide superior viewing angles. Scroll signs allow you
to be confident that your sign is legible at all times of the day and night - regardless of weather
conditions.
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Manufacturing to Military-Grade Standards

Heat and other environmental elements can destroy electronic price signs. Skyline has engineered
our signs to extreme standards – incorporating military-grade standards and materials – to
provide you with the industry’s most durable sign that can last up to 20 years.

Highly Customizable with Standard Available Options

Choose a standard color or special order custom colors to match your brand. Many private
branded retailers choose scroll signs to help distinguish their brand within their markets.
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Minimal Maintenance Required

Skyline scroll signs have been installed and continuously operated for more than 30 years! With
limited mechanical and electronic components, long-life drive mechanisms, and UV protected
industrial-grade film digits, your signs will display the right price every day for years to come.

Fully Compatible with Most POS Systems
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Skyline's price signs are compatible with most POS systems on the market, including Allied
Electronics, Comdata, Excentus, Fiscal Systems, Gilbarco, Retalix, NCR, and Verifone.

Affordable and Energy Efficient

One of our largest customers determined that over 10 years, the total cost of ownership for scroll
signs is about 30% lower than LED signs. This accounted for acquisition and installation costs,
electrical costs, maintenance, parts and services costs as well as lost profits (for sign down time).
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